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A self-supporting sandwich panel façade system under fire is studied. First, a thermomechanical FE model, which
comprises the complete façade system, and incorporates material degradation and geometrical nonlinear behaviour except for the insulation material and connections, is loaded by a fire temperature curve. Eurocode
design rules then predict the screw connections of a sandwich panel will fail in shear. Secondly, an existing
programme, FDS-2-Abaqus, is extended to allow its two-way coupled analyses, in which CFD fire simulations are
updated for changes in the thermomechanical FE model, to be applicable to the façade system. Again, these
simulations show the shear failure of the screws. Parameter studies show differences in system behaviour for
improved screw properties; a fuel-controlled vs. ventilation-controlled fire; and different panel thicknesses.
Interestingly, as thermal bowing of the panel retards screw failure, and thicker sandwich panels bow less than
thinner panels, thicker façade panels will decrease failure time. This and other insights obtained, and the predicted failure of two tiny but critical screws within 80 s, as compared to 150 min lasting sandwich panels in
standard fire tests, stresses the need to study complete systems under realistic fires, rather than to study individual components in standard fire tests. Future research will focus on detailed FE models of the connections;
full-scale fire experiments; CFD temperature measurement points at the façade outside; detailed modelling of the
insulation; and the effects of high temperature creep.

1. Introduction
Fire Safety Engineering is of crucial importance for the safety of
building occupants, to escape a building in timely fashion in case of fire,
and to ensure the structure system retains its structural strength and
stability until everyone is safe [1]. Its importance was further stressed
after the collapse of the World Trade Centre (WTC) Towers in 2001
[2,3]. It became clear that there was a lack of knowledge on how to
accurately simulate complex fire behaviour, and how to transfer this
behaviour towards Finite Element Method (FEM) models to predict the
response of the structure system [4]. This led to a recommendation
from the American National Construction Safety Team (NCST) to promote software to study realistic fire behaviour, to assist in the design of
new fire protection systems, and to analyse buildings exposed to fire
[5].
Structure systems are engineered following (international) design
standards, and the same applies to the prediction of the strength and
stiffness of structural elements under fire. For such predictions, the

∗

behaviour of the fire is often simplified and e.g. the standard ISO-834
fire curve can be used to describe the gas temperature around a structure over a given period [6,7]. The subsequent structure's temperature,
strength, stiffness, and period of time of fire resistance can then be
found by design rules as found in e.g. the Eurocode [8] for steel
structures. For the nominal (standard) fire case, the elements of the
structure system, e.g. a column, will be checked to meet a specific
period of fire resistance by means of the theoretically and numerically
based design rules and furnace tests. The advantage of this approach is
the relatively simple procedure, the fact that design standards are used
globally, and, most importantly, have proven to be safe.
However, this approach does not fully take into account the behaviour of the overall system, including connections, second order effects,
large displacements and material nonlinearities. Moreover, the temperature-time curve [7] may not accurately represent a realistic fire
development, and equally important, it does not account for the fire
distribution within the fire compartment [9]. Another aspect is the
safety of fire fighters, rescue workers, and caregivers, who will work in
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Fig. 1. Fire spread experiments on façade systems consisting of limited-combustibility cladding (ACM A2) and insulation by PIR, phenolic foam (K15), and mineral
wool (MW), [26].

or around the building at a stage where design rules no longer apply. To
guarantee their safety, more information on smoke production and the
overall structural response should be known in this later stage [10].
Finally, research and design codes have focussed on the degradation
of material properties, with the structural behaviour of the elements
considered similarly to the situation at an ambient temperature but
including reduced stiffness and strength. This may be a valid approach
for statically determinate structures; however, it does not accurately
describe the behaviour of indeterminate structures due to missing restraints and thermal expansion [11]. Also, later studies provide additional proof that the thermal behaviour and expansion of a structure
system should be taken into account [12,13]. Actually, after the famous
Cardington tests, comprising a full-scale fire test of an eight-storey
composite steel frame structure system [15], demonstrated that thermally induced forces and displacements have an even larger impact on
the structural response than material degradation.
To improve on the above-mentioned challenges, current research
includes the application of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to
model a fire and the Finite Element Method (FEM) to simulate the
thermomechanical behaviour of a structure. These two techniques are
coupled either one-way or two-way, as will be explained further in the
following sections, introduced by relevant experimental research.

standard fire and 54 min for a natural fire. Pyl et al. also confirmed that
the "Results of full-scale tests on 3D cold-formed frame structures are
not or hardly available". Lou et al. [17] tested the behaviour of a
12 × 6 m steel portal frame exposed to fire from a 4 × 6 m compartment, with the frame collapsing after 20 min of heating with a column
temperature equal to 850 °C. It was found that standard fire models
underestimate the fire, whereas parametric fire models are only realistic if delayed in time. Since full-scale experiments are very expensive,
and due to their nature may lack detailed data, most research still focuses on intermediate or small-scale experiments. Kolakar [18] designed a gas furnace to measure the time vs. temperature and load vs.
deformation characteristics of a complete steel stud wall system. Other
research tested a bare steel beam under a localized fire, to tune a simulation model to replace the prescriptive methods found in the current fire codes [20]. The same group also reported on an experiment in
which a 6 m long steel W-beam was subjected to a localized fire, in
order to improve the development of realistic and controlled fire tests
[19]. Buckling of thin-walled structures under elevated temperatures
was investigated with, among others, experiments on aluminium box
and angle sections [21]. EN 1364–1:2014 prescribes the test to determine the fire resistance of non-load-bearing walls, which also applies
to the façades discussed here, as long as they are not curtain walls.
Following such a test, EN 1363–1 is used to determine the resistance in
terms of so-called EI levels. Many related test reports can be found in
the literature. Wang and Foster [22] present experiments on sandwich
panels with PIR insulation, to obtain a temperature dependent thermal
conductivity for PIR, and to focus on behaviour of the tongue and
groove connections. Although this paper focuses on the fire resistance
of façades to an interior fire, a lot of research focuses on fire spread in
façades. The unfortunate 2017 Grenfell Tower fire once again stressed
the importance of this research. Namely, either an externally or internally started fire can spread via openings and corners in the façade
itself, especially if larger vertical cavities are present. As such, the fire

1.1. Experiments
Related to the research presented in this paper, full-scale and intermediate or small-scale experiments can be distinguished. Full-scale
experiments mainly focus on the behaviour of the structure system. Pyl
et al. [16] constructed a full size, steel frame, industrial building for a
fire experiment. The building's cladding consisted of stone wool sandwich panels, whereas the roof was made of PIR sandwich panels. Wood
cribs were used as fuel. The experiment lasted 62 min, which was in
good agreement with the simulations that predicted 27 min for a
155
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moves rapidly to other parts of the building, a process that will be
helped further if the façade structure contains combustible materials.
An overview of related accidents and test protocols can be found in e.g.
Refs. [23,24]; and related (full-scale) tests can be found in e.g. Refs.
[25,26], see Fig. 1.

exposure to the fire. This decrease in temperature will only be considered in a two-way coupled CFD-FEM analysis, with reduced deflection as a result.
Within the European project FIRESTRUC, research has been carried
out on several coupled CFD-FEM methods. It was concluded that twoway coupled CFD-FEM analyses are more complex and computationally
expensive than one-way coupled analyses [43]. Nevertheless, a twoway coupled CFD-FEM analysis should be used if changed boundary
conditions or a changed geometry of the structure influences the ventilation of the room, and thereby the fire scenario. A clear and comprehensive overview of coupled CFD-FEM methods is given by Ref.
[40].
Feenstra et al. [44] presented a set of C++ and Python programmes, called FDS-2-Abaqus, which provides two-way coupled CFDFEM analyses on the overall structural level. A compartment fire was
simulated with FDS, and a thermal and structural analysis of a façade
was provided by the FEM software Abaqus. The study showed the effects of using a two-way coupled CFD-FEM approach: The failure of a
plate led to an opening in the façade, which changed the fire and
consequently the façade temperature. As a result, fewer plates failed
than for a one-way coupled analysis. However, Feenstra et al. [44] used
an overly simplified model for the façade, only consisting of 12 thin
steel plates, which does not provide a reliable view of the structural
behaviour of a real façade system. Moreover, no other research can be
found in the literature that provides information on the realistic failure
modes of complete façade systems for fire resistance. Analyses are often
only aimed at the parts of the system, e.g. the thin-walled steel plates,
cassettes, purlins, or sandwich panels. Specifically for these last mentioned sandwich panels, research is focused on the thermal response,
because a façade system should protect the building occupants against
weather conditions and should minimize heat losses through the panel.
Nevertheless, an important aspect of a façade system should be the
resistance against a fire load [45], also to avoid further fire spread in
the façade.
To contribute to the currently limited knowledge as discussed
above, this paper presents a study on the behaviour of a self-supported
sandwich panel façade system under fire, based on the model of [44]. It
should be stressed that the study is aimed at obtaining some new
knowledge, rather than geared towards a specific product or its behaviour as interpreted by testing procedures or design codes [46]. First,
the new FEM models of a more realistic façade system will be presented, including, among others, purlins, fasteners, the main structure,
and material degradation, with the exception of the panel insulation
and connections. Namely, for the case study in this article, arbitrarily
PIR insulation has been chosen. Although scientific literature provides
information on the improvement of some properties of PIR as a function
of its chemical composition, e.g. Refs. [47,48]; and [49]; to the best of
the authors' knowledge, a systematic description of its thermal and
structural properties for the here relevant temperature range is not
available. An exception is the work of [22]; which presents a model for
the temperature dependent thermal conductivity of PIR, including some
further interesting references. Furthermore, PIR, just like some other
insulation materials, will melt at a certain temperature, and can evaporate toxic and explosive gasses. Besides, due to its limited structural
properties it may promote delamination of the sandwich skins (e.g. Ref.
[22] and will have limited strength against e.g. pull-through of the
connections. Current knowledge on these issues is very limited.
Therefore, in this paper the PIR insulation material is regarded as linear
elastic and with constant structural and thermal properties for all
temperatures. Also, the focus is put on improving the model of Feenstra
et al. by modelling a ventilation-controlled fire and a more detailed
model of the façade system with its components and their interaction.
As the simulations will show, temperatures are such that melting of the
panels will not occur, and failures are due to connection failures caused
by constrained thermal expansion of the panels. Finally, experiments
have shown that at least for a certain type of façade, at the system level

1.2. One-way coupled CFD-FEM
In an analysis using one-way coupled CFD-FEM, the result of a fire
simulation, via CFD software, will be coupled to a thermomechanical
analysis by FEM software. In the thermomechanical analysis, first a heat
transfer analysis is carried out using the temperatures of the fire simulation. Subsequently, the results of the heat transfer analysis will be
coupled to a structural response analysis. This method is able to provide
reliable fire safety engineering analyses [3,9,27,28]. However, the
challenges that are found in the underlying differences with respect to
algorithms, discretization, and time scales between CFD and FEM
models, means the development of a coupled CFD-FEM approach is not
a trivial task. For example, FEM convergence is sometimes problematic;
however, it can be improved by averaging the time in the transfer of
CFD data to an FEM model [29]. Another difficulty concerns the differences in mesh size and node location between the CFD and FEM
models. Beata and Jeffers [30] solved this problem by developing a
trapezoid rule algorithm, based on averaging, sampling, and least
squares, to overcome these differences.
A commonly used CFD software programme for fire is Fire
Dynamics Simulator (FDS), which has been validated to achieve reliable
heat parameters and to simulate a fire accurately [31,32]. With respect
to thermomechanical FEM simulations, Maljaars et al. [33,34] successfully verified these simulations in their study with experiments for a
column exposed to fire. Because of the promising results for both CFD
and FEM simulations, and the fact that real fire experiments of complete systems are complex, expensive, and time-consuming, several
studies have researched a coupled CFD-FEM approach, e.g. Refs.
[35,36]. In every case, in-house code was developed, which transferred
the results of the fire simulations to the structural simulations.
The introduction of the Adiabatic Surface Temperature (AST) has
shown a very efficient way of transferring information between the CFD
and FEM models [37] and has proved to be an adequate method for the
temperature transfer between these models [10]. The AST is easy to
calculate and ensures that the thermal and structural model can operate
without any major modifications [37]. It can be obtained by the fire
model but can also be measured by plate thermometers (PT) in real fire
experiments, as specified in the international fire resistance test standard ISO-834 [7].
Finally, several research projects have been carried out in which the
quality of coupled CFD-FEM analyses was validated by real fire experiments [1,9,28,38–40].
1.3. Two-way coupled CFD-FEM
The studies described so far focused on the coupling of data from the
CFD fire simulation to the FEM model. However, research has also
started to focus on two-way coupled simulations, which additionally
transfer the structural response of the thermomechanical FEM simulations back to the fire model [41,42].
In specific cases, two-way coupled CFD-FEM analyses provide a
more reliable analysis than one-way coupled CFD-FEM analyses. For
example, if a façade exposed to fire is considered, due to large displacements and thermal stresses parts may fail, which will lead to
changing boundary conditions for other parts of the structure. Also, an
opening in the façade may occur, which will affect the behaviour of the
fire. For these and other reasons, it would be more reliable and realistic
to couple the changes in boundary conditions and geometry back to the
CFD and FEM models [4]. Baum [2] provides an illustrative example,
which is a beam that deflects away from the fire and thus reduces its
156
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transferred to the heat transfer FEM model using the Adiabatic Surface
Temperature (AST) concept presented by Ref. [37]; see also [50]. Following this concept, the total net heat flux to the surface of the FEM
model qtot in [W/m2] equals:

qtot =

4
(T AST

Ts4) + hcv (TAST

Ts )

(1)

In this equation, equals the emissivity coefficient, the StefanBoltzmann constant 5.6703 × 10−8 W/(m2K4), hcv the convective heat
transfer coefficient in W/(m2K), Ts the surface temperature of the FEM
model in K, and TAST the adiabatic surface temperature measured in the
fire model, in K. Hence, when the AST is transferred from the fire simulation to the heat transfer analysis, the FEM model can compute the
total net heat flux on the façade when the other variables are known.
The surface of the façade in the FEM model is divided into partitions,
and for each complete partition, the data of a single AST measurement
point as defined in the CFD simulation is used, as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Main steps of a two-way coupled fire-thermomechanical analysis. C1:
Thermal data; C2: Temperatures; C3: Structural changes (two-way coupled
only).

2.2. Coupling heat transfer to structural analysis (C2)
Coupling C2 is important as the structural response analysis depends on the temperatures of the structure. Namely, these temperatures
will lead to thermal expansion and, if this expansion is restrained or
non-linear in any direction, to thermally induced strains and thus
stresses. The nodal temperatures from the heat transfer analysis are
used as boundary conditions for all nodes in the structural response
analysis.

PIR behaves comparably inert and is as safe as stone wool [26]. This
together yields the assumptions for the insulation reasonable, but for
practical applications, full-scale experiments and detailed panel and
insulation tests are definitely needed, and should provide the final
answer.
The existing programme FDS-2-Abaqus has been extended with new
FEM models and modified coupling programmes, as presented in sections 2 to 4. In section 5, the actual simulations and parameter studies
will be presented, followed by a discussion in section 6, and conclusions
in section 7.

2.3. Coupling structural analysis to fire simulation (C3)
Only for a two-way coupled analysis, and after the structural response analysis, failure checks will be carried out to determine whether
an opening or other effects in the façade system occur. If positive, this
information will be transferred to both the fire and the FEM models,
where the failed structural elements are deleted as can be seen in Fig. 4.

2. Approach
To achieve the aim of providing a more reliable fire safety analysis
for façade systems subjected to fire, several approaches will be compared: A one-way coupled CFD-FEM analysis, a two-way coupled CFDFEM analysis, and a calculation according to the Eurocode. The programme FDS-2-Abaqus will be used throughout, being a set of
C++-coded and Python-scripted programmes that perform one-way
and two-way coupled CFD-FEM coupling analyses.
In Fig. 2, the main procedures of a two-way coupled CFD-FEM simulation are shown, which are: (A1) a fire simulation; (A2) a heat
transfer analysis; and (A3) a structural response analysis. These main
procedures are coupled by steps (C1) and (C2), and only in the case of a
two-way coupled approach, also by (C3). The coupling steps will be
described in more detail below.

3. Case study
To investigate the need and effectiveness of a two-way coupled CFDFEM analysis for façade systems exposed to fire, it is important that a
realistic façade system will be modelled. In this section, this façade
system and the new required FEM models will be discussed. Although
CFD software FDS and FEM software Abaqus were used, a similar approach should be possible with alternative CFD and FEM software
programmes.
3.1. Model room
Following [44]; a standard office is modelled with the following
dimensions: 3.6 m as width, 5.4 m as length, and 2.7 m as height. The
room has concrete walls and floors. In the wall opposite to the façade, a

2.1. Coupling of fire simulation to heat transfer analysis (C1)
For this coupling step, the thermal data from the fire model will be

Fig. 3. Data transfer in C1, e.g. for a façade system of three self-supporting sandwich panels, for the structural FEM model temperatures are plotted at time = 30 s for
a typical two-way coupled CFD-FEM analysis.
157
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Fig. 4. A typical two-way coupled CFD-FEM analysis in which one panel fails (standard analysis, section 5).

with its heat release rate for the first 10 s linearly increasing to 250 kW/
m2 and hereafter remaining constant. As such, the fire simulation was
limited to the flashover and fully developed phase, as prescribed in the
Eurocode (EN 1993-1-2, 2005). For the fuel cellulose was selected, with
an enthalpy of formation equal to 5.13 kJ/mol.
In the fire simulation, the façade system consisted of three in FDS
so-called obstructions with adiabatic properties. The surface of each
panel had sixteen equally spread AST measurement points, which recorded the AST at 5-s intervals. The walls and floors were modelled as
obstructions with a thickness of 0.3 m, a density of 1800 kg/m3, a
conductivity of 1.15 W/(mK), a specific heat of 1.0 kJ/(kgK), and an
emissivity equal to 0.8.

typical door opening with a width of 0.9 m and a height of 2.1 m is
modelled.
As shown in Fig. 5, the standard façade system consists of three
sandwich panels, each 3600 × 900 × 80 mm, with an 80 mm PIR insulation core and outer and inner steel plates, the latter having a
thickness of 0.5 and 0.4 mm, respectively. Cold-formed steel angle
sections (150 × 150 × 3 mm) connect the panels to the main structure
of the HE200A columns. The panels are connected to the angle sections
via two screws along the top edge of the panels. Each cold-formed angle
section is connected twice with two bolts to a steel lip welded to the
main structure columns.
3.2. Fire simulation (A1)

3.3. Heat transfer analysis (A2)

Using Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS), the office was modelled with
a mesh of cuboid cells sized 0.15 m high, which is for this case a
moderate to fine mesh [31]. In the length direction, the computational
domain was extended by 1.8 m on both sides of the room in order to
allow air to be drawn into the compartment either through the door or
through an opening due to a failed panel. The study of [44] involved a
fuel-controlled fire, which (a) may not be realistic and (b) does not
result in a temporarily high heat release rate as a result of a new
opening as there is already enough oxygen in the room to combust [51].
Therefore, in this study a ventilation-controlled fire was modelled by
reducing the door opening width to 0.9 m. Fig. 6 plots the Heat Release
Rate (HRR) against the time of a resulting FDS fire model. The heat
release rate was specified, which means that the fuel flow will be
controlled and that the specified heat release rate will be achieved if
there is enough oxygen to combust. It can be seen that the model does
not reach the specified HRR in the beginning, which shows there is not
enough oxygen to combust, and thus the fire simulation is ventilationcontrolled. After the failure of the first panel at t = 40s a large peak in
the heat release rate occurs as the previously unburned fuel will combust in a burst.
Over the complete floor area, a fully developed fire was applied,

Fig. 7 shows the set-up of the FEM model for the heat transfer
analysis. To model the main structure columns, thin-walled angle sections and plates, 8-node heat transfer quadrilateral shells were used
(DS8), whereas the PIR core was modelled by 20-node quadratic heat
transfer brick elements (DC3D20). Conductivity between the several
parts was taken care of by so-called interaction properties, indicated by
the bold and red lines in the figure. The outer plates were given a
convection coefficient, an ambient temperature, and an emission coefficient as shown in Fig. 7 to allow for thermal interaction with the
outside air.
The temperature dependent properties of the steel (main structure
columns, angle sections, and panel plates) were modelled following the
Eurocode [8] as follows. The conductivity is piecewise linear with
53.3 W/(mK) at 20 °C, 27.4 W/(mK) at 800 °C, and 27.3 W/(mK) at
1200 °C. Likewise, the specific heat was defined piecewise linear in
between the points 440 J/(kgK) at 20 °C, 760 at 600, 5000 at 735, and
650 J/(kgK) both at 900 and 1200 °C. The PIR core of the sandwich
panels was modelled with ambient properties: a density equal to 45 kg/
m3, a conductivity equal to 0.023 W/(mK), and a specific heat of
1400 J/(kgK).
158
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Fig. 5. Standard façade system: front view with vertical and horizontal sections, and connection detail.

T = 20 + 345 log(8t + 1)

(2)

For the other studies, heat flux qtot was applied to the inner plates of
the façade panels, following the procedure as shown in Fig. 3. For this,
equation (1) was used with the emissivity ε equal to 0.8 and a convective heat transfer coefficient equal to hcv = 7.5 W/(m2K). In all
cases, the heat transfer analysis was transient, to take into account the
heat capacity of the structure.
The heat transfer FEM model was first verified by a steady-state
simulation in which one side of the panels was given an increased
temperature and the resulting temperature distribution and fluxes over
the cross-section were compared with theory. Secondly, by increasing
the temperature of a single panel, again steady-state, the interaction
properties between the panels, and radiation and convection behaviour
to the outside were verified. More details can be found in Ref. [50].
3.4. Structural response analysis (A3)

Fig. 6. Specified (red) vs. actual (blue) heat release rate for the standard fire simulation as presented in section 5. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

In the model for the structural response analysis, see Fig. 8, the
columns, angle sections, and the plates of the sandwich panels were
modelled with eight-node quadratic shell elements (Abaqus: S8R), and
the PIR core with 20-node quadratic brick elements (C3D20). The mesh
size was 100 × 100 mm for the outer plates and 50 × 50 mm for the
inner plates, the angle sections, and the main structure columns,

For the first study, the ISO-834 fire curve was used to apply the
temperature T in oC below as a boundary condition on the inner plates
of the façade system, with the time t here in min.
159
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Fig. 7. Set-up of thermal FEM heat transfer analysis model.

including the lips. The 80 mm thick core was meshed with
100 × 100 × 40 mm sized elements.
The actual sandwich panels use a tongue and groove connection
along the longitudinal edges. In the FEM model this was modelled by
spring elements, each connected to a node at the bottom of an outer
plate and to a node at the top of an inner plate, see Fig. 9, which
provided out-of-plane stiffness. The connections between the panels
and the angle sections were modelled with Abaqus specific "wire sets"
and between the angle sections and main columns by Abaqus specific
“fastener constraints”, all with a "connector" used for their "section".
Practically, this allowed for modelling a stiffness for each connection in
the x, y, and z-directions, the values determined by the Eurocode
"component method" [52], details of which will be provided in the next
sections. To fix the complete model in space, all nodes on the lines at
the bottom of the main structure columns were restrained in x, y, and zdirections, whereas the nodes on the lines at the top were restrained in
y and z-directions only, to allow for expansion in the length direction.
Finally, contact between the various parts was modelled by Abaqus
specific "hard contact interaction properties" between surfaces. The
surfaces are shown in Fig. 8 by bold and blue lines.
For the steel of the panel plates, angle sections, and main structure
columns, temperature dependent properties were taken into account
[8]: With a constant Poisson ratio of 0.3 and density of 7850 kg/m3,
Young's modulus was a constant 210000 N/mm2 up to 100 °C and
hereafter piecewise linear between the points (500 °C, 126000 N/mm2),
(600, 63000), (700, 32000), and (1000, 10000). Similarly for the yield
strength, this was 355 N/mm2 constant up to 400 °C and hereafter
piecewise linear in between (600 °C, 177 N/mm2), (700, 88.8), (800,
35.5), and (1000, 17.8). The thermal expansion coefficient was
1.5 × 10−5 1/K between 20 and 750 °C, 1.3 × 10−5 1/K for

Fig. 8. Set-up of structural FEM model.

Fig. 9. Tongue and groove connection between sandwich panels on the left,
right: its FEM model using springs.

750–860 °C, and again 1.5 × 10−5 1/K for 860–1200 °C. The PIR core
was modelled with a Young's modulus equal to 20000 N/mm2, a
Poisson ratio of 0.2, a density equal to 45 kg/m3, and a thermal expansion coefficient equal to 5.0 × 10−5 1/K, which were all ambient
properties.
To ensure convergence and to make the model more realistic, an
initial imperfection was applied by using the first Eigenmode of the
whole structure, found by the subspace method, with its maximum
displacement equal to 3 mm. The FEM model was loaded by using the
results of the heat transfer analysis, the nodal temperatures, as an
Abaqus predefined field.
If structural elements fail in the two-way coupled CFD-FEM analysis,
they should be deleted in the FEM model. To accommodate this process,
the inner and outer plates and the core of a single panel were grouped
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Table 1
Panel failure [53].

Table 3
Panel - Angle section screw failure modes [14].
Combination of shear and tension in the
screw
Fv; Ed
Fv; Rd

l2
400t

cr

=

3600 2
400 80

= 405 mm

+

Ft; Ed
1.4Ft ; Rd

1.0

(3)

into a single "set". Furthermore, for the connections (e.g. between a
panel and an angle section), Abaqus specific "wire sets" are chosen,
which can be deactivated in the FEM model.
The solution was found by a general static approach using the
Newton-Raphson method and taking into account material and geometrical non-linearity. Details of a validation of the model, comparing
the theoretical deflection due to a wind load with the numerical results,
can be found in Ref. [50].

Shear failure of the screw

Fv; Rd =
380

3.5. Failure modes

380A s

m3
1
4 . 22
4
1.25

Fb; Rd =

= 4.2 kN

1.5fu dt

m3
1.5 510 5.5 3
1.25

= 10.1 kN

Tension failure of the screw

3.5.2. Façade openings
Because of the deformations of the structure and panel bending in
both directions, a gap or opening between the panels may occur, which
in turn will affect the fire behaviour. Given the height of the specific
tongue and groove connection (46 mm), no opening occurs if the difference between node 1 and 2 (see Table 2) displacements is smaller
than the tongue height, as shown in Table 2 and equation (4).

Pull-out resistance of the screw

560

Fp; Rd =

x;2

46 mm

= 6.2 kN

0.95fu;sup
m3

tsup3 d

(9)

=

= 3.7 kN

explicit allowance for the use of supporting members of steel, thus
providing a single consistent set of formulae. Bearing is checked for the
angle section and is assumed to be safe for the sandwich panel.
Therefore, in equation (7), for the thickness the angle section thickness
is used. For the pull-out strength of the thin-walled angle section, the
screw diameter t of 5.5 mm is not completely within the allowed range
(6.25–6.5 mm), but the equations are still used for the lack of more
appropriate rules. In Table 3, Fv;Ed [N] is the shear force and Ft;Ed [N] is
the tension force in the screw, Fv;Rd [N] is the shear resistance and Ft;Rd
[N] is the tension resistance, predicted in the second and fourth rows of
the table. The cross-sectional area of the screw is given by As [mm2] and
γm3 is the partial safety factor for screws, equal to 1.25. For the calculation of the bearing resistance Fb;Rd [N] and the pull-out resistance
Fp;Rd [N], the following additional variables are used: fu [N/mm2],
which is the ultimate strength of the screw; fu;sup [N/mm2], which is the
ultimate strength of the support structure material; d, the screw diameter [mm]; and tsup [mm], the plate thickness of the supporting
structure. Temperature dependency for the variables in Table 3 has not

Table 2
Opening between two panels and the maximum relative displacement before an
opening will occur.

x ;1

(8)

=

0.95 400 33 5.5
1.25

3.5.3. Panel - angle section screw failure
During construction, a panel is positioned with its bottom on top of
another panel below, using the tongue and groove connection, and
subsequently the panel is fixed along the top by two screws, one for
each angle section, see Figs. 8 and 9. Table 3 shows the possible failure
modes and accompanying loads for this screw connection. For the
equations, not the Eurocode for steel cold-formed members and
sheeting has been used [55], as that code requires tests for screw tension and shear resistance. Instead, the Eurocode for aluminium structures is applied [14], as it does not require tests for tension and shear
resistance, and covers all other failure modes of EN 1993-1-3, with

=

560 As

m3
1
4 . 22
4
1.25

(7)

=

3.5.1. Panel failure
If the inner plate of a panel has a higher temperature than the outer
plate, the panel will bend, with related strains and possible rupture as a
result [15]. Failure due to rupture can be checked by a maximal panel
deflection as shown in Table 1 and equation (3), [53]. Note that in the
simulations, the steel plates have thermal and mechanical non-linear
properties, e.g. the steel plates may yield and their yield stress depends
on their temperature.

Ft; Rd =

(6)

=

Bearing failure of the thin-walled angle
section

Four categories of failure modes exist for a façade system resisting
fire. In the following subsections, each category will be presented, and
its equations will be evaluated for the standard façade system.

dx

(5)

(4)
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3.5.5. Consequences of failure checks
Based on all the above failure checks:

Table 4
Main structure column - Angle section failure modes [52].
Combination of shear and tension in the
bolt
Fv; Ed
Fv; Rd

+

Ft; Ed
1.4Ft ; Rd

v fub As

44.1 kN

Bearing failure of the angle section
k1 b fu dt

= 42.8 kN

Tension failure of the bolt
k2 fub As

m2
0.9 800 114.9
1.25

0.6

(13)

=

= 66.2 kN

Punching shear resistance of angle
section

Bp; Rd =

(12)

=

m2
2.5 1.0 510 14 3
1.25

Ft; rd =

(11)

=

m2
0.6 800 114.9
=
1.25

Fb; rd =

(a) A panel will be removed if the maximal panel deflection is exceeded
as given by equation (3). It is realised that removing a complete
panel just because a maximal deflection is exceeded is far from
realistic. Namely, even though the steel plates are modelled with
temperature dependent thermal and mechanical properties, a
sandwich panel may show additional complex behaviour due to
insulation material non-linearities and pyrolysis, and (local) delamination. However, as mentioned earlier, this paper presents research on the improvement of a two-way coupled CFD-FEM simulation approach, with a focus on the introduction of failure checks
for each of the components as part of the façade system. Due to its
very complex behaviour, the sandwich panel component has so far
been implemented with a single and simple failure criterion.
However, the modelled behaviour, possibly leading to this criterion, is based on thermal and mechanical nonlinear material
properties, with the exception of the insulation.
(b) An opening will be created if the distance between the panels is
larger than that given by equation (4). This equation has been
implemented and is checked during simulations. However, because
in the cases studies the distance between the panels was never
larger than the critical value, the actual creation of openings was
not implemented. The discussion in Chapter 6 presents a preliminary study on the effects of an opening.
(c) A panel is removed if both screws of a panel fail as checked in
Table 3. It should be realised that even if both screws fail, a panel
may still be kept in position thanks to the adjacent panels and the
tongue and groove connections.
(d) Most realistically, compared to the above actions (a) to (c), all
panels and columns are removed if all bolts fail as checked in
Table 4.

1.0

Shear failure of the bolt

Fv; Rd =

(10)

0.6 dm tfu

m2
24 3 510
1.25

3.5.6. Load and displacement-based failure checks
Tables 3 and 4 present formulae that are expressed in terms of force.
Therefore, in the simulations the forces in the (linearly and elastically
modelled) screws and bolts are checked against the allowable forces
given by the formulae. Additionally, a displacement-based strategy has
been implemented. For that strategy, screw and bolt behaviour are
modelled as elasto-rigid plastic, as shown in Fig. 10. The axial and
transverse stiffness (St and Sv) are equal to the standard strategy; the
rigid plastic level is based on the formulae in Tables 3 and 4; and the
allowable axial strain of screws and bolts εcr is set to 0.12, and the
allowable failure strain γcr equals 0.24, according to Ref. [56].

(14)

=

= 55.4 kN

been taken into account because (a) the connections are modelled in
Abaqus with so-called “wire sets” and “fastener constraints”, which do
not have a temperature (distribution), and (b) similar to the PIR-panels,
temperature dependent bearing, pull-through, etc. is largely an unknown territory, and so it is impossible to provide sensible input for
these phenomena, except for the currently accepted design codes. This
also applies to the bolt connections.
3.5.4. Main structure column - angle section bolt failure
The angle sections, made from cold-formed steel, are fixed to the
main structure columns using M14 8.8-steel bolts. Table 4 presents the
bolt failure modes according to Eurocode [52]. Newly introduced
variables are the ultimate tensile strength of the bolt fub [N/mm2]; αv is
a material factor according to the steel quality class; k2 is a reduction
factor according to the bolt geometry; and γm2 is the partial safety factor
for screws, equal to 1.25. For bearing failure, αb takes into account the
materials of the bolt and angle section, and the edge distance of the bolt
in the load direction, whereas k1 is related to the edge distance in the
perpendicular direction. Finally, for the calculation of the pull-through
resistance, dm is the thickness of the washer.

Fig. 10. – Force-displacement behaviour for connections under tension (t) or
shear (v).
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programme appends data to set the radiation and convection heat
fluxes, as interaction properties to the inner plates, and modifies the
model for a user given panel thickness. Finally, if a failure mode occurs
that leads to the removal of a sandwich panel, the sandwich panel will
be deleted from the heat transfer analysis as well. For this purpose, in
the basic script a set is defined that contains all the parts that belong to
a single panel. This set can be deactivated by a so-called Abaqus "model
change interaction". To avoid convergence problems, the interaction
properties related to these parts should also be inactivated. The implementation of the AST temperature data follows the same concept as
[44]. However, the addition and/or deactivation of several interaction
properties is new and necessary (a) to build the FEM model of a more
realistic façade system and (b) to delete the façade panels after failure.
A flowchart of upGeomHT, its C++ code, and basic and appended
output scripts can be found in Ref. [50].
Fig. 11. Overview of FDS-2-Abaqus, analysis programmes (orange) and coupling programmes (blue), [44]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

4.4. upGeomSR
This programme copies a basic script and modifies it to restart the
structural response analysis for each iteration. The basic script contains
the geometry of the FEM model; section properties; material characteristics; and the mesh size, however, without the partitioning of the
inner plates. Furthermore, the boundary conditions, initial imperfections, panel sets, and wire sets with a connector property (for the
connections) are already defined. This basic script will then be modified
for each step by (a) the introduction of contact properties between the
parts; (b) the deletion of the initial imperfections after the first iteration; and likewise [44], (c) the update of nodal temperatures from the
heat transfer analysis. Different from Ref. [44], the programme now
handles parametric screw and bolt diameters, and a parametric panel
thickness. For the former, the non-linear behaviour is determined, according to Ref. [14] (Table 3), [52] (Table 4), and Fig. 10. If a sandwich
panel falls off, this programme will deactivate the "set" of this panel.
Similar to the heat transfer analysis, then also the "wire sets", which are
used to model the screws and tongue and groove connections, and the
"hard contact" interaction properties (the surfaces shown in Fig. 8 by
bold blue lines) are deactivated. A flowchart of the upGeomSR programme, its C++ code, and the basic and appended scripts can be
found in Ref. [50].

Consequently, in the simulations the deformations of the screws and
bolts are monitored, translated into strains, and these strains are
checked with the allowable strains. Note that the allowable strain for
the interaction of axial and transverse strains is based on equations (5)
and (10), with forces substituted by strains.
4. Programmes and scripts
The CFD-FEM analyses presented in this paper were carried out with
FDS, Abaqus, and FDS-2-Abaqus [44], the latter being a set of C++
and Python coded scripts, see Fig. 11. FDS-2-Abaqus was initially developed to show the importance of two-way coupling on the overall
structural level. As such, it was only capable of showing this for an
academic modelled façade system with a single failure criterion. For a
more realistic sandwich panel façade as used in this paper, specific
scripts needed further development, as presented in this section. Further details can be found in Refs. [44,50].
4.1. upGeomFDS
Managed by FDS-2-Abaqus as shown in Fig. 11, upGeomFDS creates
an input file for an FDS simulation. The same basic file is used for each
iteration, which contains the geometry, discretization, fire definition,
and so-called AST output devices. For a specific iteration, the file is then
modified to take into account the removal of the sandwich panels, by
appending the code to deactivate the failed panel. While the fire simulation and the geometry in this paper are different from Ref. [44];
the upGeomFDS scripts are very similar.

4.5. plateFailureCheck.py
Compared to Ref. [44], the Python programme plateFailureCheck.py is completely different. It uses the results of the FEM structural model to perform the Eurocode checks presented in section 3.5.
The Python script will extract all nodal displacements per panel and
will store these in data containers. The same applies to the relative
displacements between the screw and bolt nodes. For each panel, and
for each screw and bolt, the formulae as presented in section 3.5 will be
solved by using the corresponding data container in order to determine
whether one of the failure models will occur. A failure will be recorded
with its mode, time, panel id, and screw or bolt id. This information is
further used and recorded by the main programme FDS-2-Abaqus.
Consequently, the failed panel is removed from further iterations. A
flowchart of plateFailureCheck.py and the main programme can be
found in Ref. [50].

4.2. reWriteAST2py
The FDS output file contains AST data as comma separate values
(csv-file), which will be translated into a Python script that can be read
by Abaqus. Again, the reWriteAST2py script is very similar to the one
used in Ref. [44].
4.3. upGeomHT

5. Simulations

The programme upGeomHT creates the Python input script for the
FEM heat transfer model. Similar to upGeomFDS, a basic Python script
is used, which contains the geometry; the subdivision of the inner plates
each into sixteen partitions as shown in Fig. 3; section properties; material characteristics; and the mesh size. Then this basic script is
amended with the so-called interaction properties, which define for
each time step the radiation and convection properties of the outer
plates and the conductance between the parts. Furthermore, the

The approach presented in section 2 was used for several parameter
studies for the case study given in section 3, with the programmes and
scripts as explained in section 4. If not indicated otherwise, for the
variables, standard values were used as listed in section 3, e.g. M14
bolts, 5.5 screws, and a panel thickness of 80 mm. For the standard
approach, which is also the default setting of FDS-2-Abaqus, a two-way
CFD-FEM coupling analysis was performed, using a ventilation163
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Fig. 12. Panel failure for the three different simulation approaches.

controlled fire simulation, and displacement-controlled screw and bolt
failure checks. Each analysis was carried out only once, however, it
should be noted that the outcomes of several runs of exactly the same
fire simulation yield slightly different outcomes due to random effects
in the CFD-simulations [44].
5.1. Analysis approach
To study the thermal and structural behaviour of the façade system
under fire, three different analysis approaches have been studied: (I) A
one-way coupled analysis for which the CFD fire simulation was replaced by the ISO-834 fire curve (eq. (2)) uniformly applied to the façade inner side; (II) a one-way coupled analysis; and (III) a two-way
coupled analysis, the last two as presented in this paper and including
CFD fire analyses. Plate failures for the different approaches are shown
in Fig. 12, and typical temperature contours are visualised in Fig. 13.
Note that the failure times are very short compared to tests on individual components. For example, some sandwich panels may achieve
120 min integrity (E) and 15 min insulation (I), as mounted and fixed
normally for a fire test. Besides the fact that the CFD fire starts at
flashover, and the ISO curve is applied directly to the structure, which is
unrealistic, the short failure times can be explained further: Heating
leads quickly to strong expansion of the sandwich panels, which imposes very high levels of stress on the two little screws.
All failure events, for all three approaches, related to both screws of
a panel failing due to large transverse strains, caused by the thermal
expansion of the façade panels. For approach (I), in this way only the
top panel failed, somewhat surprisingly because the temperature distribution was equal for all of the panels. However, the panels are
connected to the thin-walled angle sections. The top panel is fixed close
to where these angle sections themselves are fixed to the main structure
columns. This means thermal expansion of the top façade panels can
only be handled by the screw itself, and not additionally by some
bending flexibility of the angle section, as is the case for the middle and
bottom panels. Compared to (I), approach (II) inevitably showed a nonuniform temperature distribution over the façade parts, and consequently the bottom panel failed. Differently for the two-way coupled
analysis (III), the removal of the bottom panel after the failure of its two
screws led to a higher heat release rate close to the façade, due to the
extra oxygen that flowed in from the opening. It can be seen in Fig. 13
that after the bottom panel was removed the temperature distribution
of the middle panel changed, and that the maximal temperature was
higher (471 vs. 439 °C) compared to the middle panel in the one-way

Fig. 13. Temperature distribution at t = 45 s.

coupled analysis. Meanwhile in the structural simulation, the middle
panel lost its structural restraint from the bottom panel, and was thus
able to straighten. Together with the increasing temperature this led to
the failure of the screws of the middle panel first, followed by failure of
the top panel last.
5.2. Screw diameter
Making use of the parametric model in FDS-2-Abaqus, two-way
coupled CFD-FEM analyses were carried out for three different screw
diameters, as shown in Figs. 14 and 15. The structural response using
4.8 screws was similar to the standard simulation using 5.5 screws, only
the failure started earlier for each panel. The simulation with 6.3 screws
did not show failures at all. The relative traverse displacement between
the start and end nodes of the connector modelling the screw, at the
bottom panel, can be seen in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 16. Panel failure for load (resistance) based checks and displacement
(strain) based checks.

Fig. 14. Panel failure for different screw diameters.

into the room through the large door that provides a large amount of
oxygen as can be seen in Fig. 17a. This leads to high temperatures at the
façade and thus fast failure initiation. While in the ventilation-controlled fire, the fire is located in the centre of the room and burns across
the door in search of oxygen. At the same time, air flows into the room
via the bottom of the door opening, as shown in Fig. 17c. After the
failure of the first panel, the fuel-controlled fire will be present only in
the middle of the room (Fig. 17b), while for the ventilation-controlled
fire this will happen only after the failure of 2 panels, because only then
is there enough oxygen to combust and the fire will also be fuel-controlled. Furthermore, for ventilation control there will be a high heat
release rate (Fig. 6) after the removal of the first panel, which results in
the relative fast failure of the other two panels. This can be seen clearly
in Fig. 18.
5.5. Panel thickness
Three different panel thicknesses have been studied for their influence on the structural response. Plate failure sequences are shown in
Fig. 19. The façade panels with a thickness of 100 mm show the same
failure progression as the standard 80 mm thick panels, however,
failure occurs earlier. Interestingly, the thin panels, with a thickness of
60 mm, do not show any failure. To understand this, panel out-of-plane
deflections are plotted in Fig. 20. It can be seen that thicker panels
deflect less, due to their higher stiffness. However, deflection of the
panels is actually favourable for the screws, as seen in Ref. [15] and
Fig. 21. In these cases the displacement due to the thermal expansion
(δTE) at the connection (roller support) is compensated more by the
displacement in the opposite direction due to the thermal bowing (δTB).
Hence, if thermal bowing is larger, which is the case for thinner panels
with a lower bending stiffness, the screw is loaded less in shear.

Fig. 15. Relative displacement of the screw nodes of the bottom panel using
different screw diameters.

5.3. Force instead of displacement-based failure checks
According to the Eurocode, the screw and bolt failure checks are
load-based, as shown in Tables 3 and 4. However, the modelled behaviour as given in Fig. 10 shows that after the predicted failure load,
ductility allows for further displacements. To investigate whether this
influences panel behaviour, the standard simulation, using displacement based checks as default, was also carried out using force-based
failure checks as explained in section 3.5.6, see Fig. 16. The panel
failure sequence is the same for both simulation types; however, the
more realistic displacement-based criteria resulted in slightly delayed
failure.

6. Discussion
It is believed that the presented approach and parameter studies
above are reasonably realistic, as long as the occurring insulation and
connection temperatures remain low, so their neglected temperature
dependency can be accepted. Nevertheless, these limitations should be
improved. Firstly, forces or deformations on the screws and bolts can be
studied by a detailed and temperature dependent FEM model of the
connection itself, and subsequently, the resulting deformations or forces
can be used in the simulation, as such following an approach similar to
multi-scale modelling.

5.4. Fuel-vs. ventilation-controlled fire
[44] used a fuel-controlled fire simulation, whereas this study uses a
more realistic ventilation-controlled fire simulation, which was discussed in section 3.2. A review of the differences in fire behaviour can
be found in Ref. [50]; while in this section the structural behaviour for
the different fire scenarios will be discussed. Before panel failure, the
fuel-controlled fire is situated close to the façade because of the airflow
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Fig. 17. Fuel-controlled fire at (a) t = 29 s and (b) t = 33, ventilation-controlled (c) t = 29 and (d) t = 43 s.

Fig. 18. Panel failure for fuel- and ventilation-controlled fires.

Fig. 19. Panel failure for different panel thicknesses.
Fig. 20. Out-of-plane displacements at t = 35 s for different panel thicknesses.
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criteria, and their consequences were modelled. For this, FDS-2-Abaqus
enabled an automated approach, with one or two-way coupled CFDFEM analyses.
Inevitably, the detailed modelling of some aspects of the structure
draws attention to other aspects that have not been modelled with the
same level of detail because they are very complex. In this research, the
sandwich panel insulation has been simplified significantly, e.g. linear
elastic theory has been used in combination with a simple design code
failure criterion for the panel, and partial failure has been neglected by
removing the panel completely. Also, possible gaps have not been implemented as they would require a dramatically finer CFD mesh.
Finally, the design code predictions for screw and bolt failure are
known to be unable to cover all the complexities involved, and are
based on temperature independent properties.
Still, it has been shown that via the implemented parametric setup,
the influences of relevant variables can be investigated. Although experiments are definitely needed to verify the limited approach, as can
be seen above, the possibility of parameter studies can save at least a
number of real, complex, and costly experiments in the design phase.
Independent of the lack of detailed modelling for all components,
the two-way coupled CFD-FEM analysis showed significance differences
compared to the one-way coupled analysis, the latter with either the
fire modelled by CFD or by the ISO-834 curve. For fire fighters, of
importance is the explosion that occurs after the failure of a panel due
to the large amount of oxygen that becomes available. For the integrity
of the façade itself, the loss of a façade panel releases the out-of-plane
restraint for the other panels, leading to earlier failure of the façade
system as a whole. Finally, the predicted failure of two tiny but critical
screws within 80 s can be compared to the 150 min lasting sandwich
panels in standard fire tests. Nothing is more convincing than this to
encourage the study of complete systems with the interaction of components, rather than studying individual components in standard fire
tests.
Despite increased complexity, data and computational costs, it is
therefore recommended to perform two-way coupled CFD-FEM analyses if the resistance of façade systems under fire are studied.

Fig. 21. Mechanics scheme visualising the opposite contributions of thermal
expansion and thermal bowing to the displacement of the roller support.

Fig. 22. Fire simulation after a 5 mm gap has been enforced between two
façade panels. The outside flames may lead to fire spreading in the façade,
especially via vertical cavities and when combustible materials are present.

Secondly, as mentioned earlier, the approach has been verified internally (see also [44], and partly with Eurocode design rules and an
ISO fire curve. However, it is crucial to verify the approach with real
fire experiments.
Then, the failure mode of the façade deforming such that gaps
occur, as presented in section 3.5.2, was not found for the simulations,
and consequently, and due to its complexity, the option to model these
small gaps was not modelled systematically in the CFD simulations.
Still, some tests were carried out by simply modelling a small gap at the
start of a simulation. These tests showed the mesh size of the CFD fire
model should be as small as the gap size, which led to high computational costs. The results suggested that the gaps did not affect the fire
and the temperature at the façade interior significantly, but showed
flames outside of the façade, as shown in Fig. 22. These external flames
may start the fire spreading in the façade structure itself via openings,
cavities and corners. As these effects are not currently modelled, AST
measurement points could be added at the outer side of the façade, and
a realistic thermal resistance of the façade should be implemented to
achieve realistic outside temperatures. This will also be useable to
predict the consequences of the explosion after the failure of a panel.
Fourthly, the FEM models currently have a basic level of PIR core
modelling, whereas in reality it is a complex material, especially when
exposed to high temperatures. The PIR material starts to melt at around
450 °C, and also encapsulates highly flammable gas, which escapes for
high temperatures. Both aspects affect the thermal and structural behaviour of the sandwich panels.
Finally, high temperature creep, which starts at 400 °C for a steel
structure, can be taken into account. Neglecting high temperature creep
results in a stiffer structure with smaller deflections, but higher thermally induced stresses. However, it should be noted that for the simulations carried out here, having a fast heating rate, including creep
will not change the outcomes significantly [57].
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